
.SPECIAL FEATURE. Circutt 

Troublesome Tubelight 
Tubelights can be very troublesome at times. They flicker on 
and on but refuse to glow. One may find to his surprise that 
while this is the case with his tubelight, his neighbour’s tube- 

light in another apartment of the same block is functioning 
quite well. 

The problem is more prevalent m the evenings and is easily 
traceable to voltage fluctuations. I he tube works well at the 
normal voltage of 220V but flickers when it drops to, say 
170V, while others’ tubes work well even at this reduced supply 

voltage. Replacing the tubelight and choke with new ones 
does not end the trouble. There is still one way out of the 
dilemma and to make your tubelight glow even at 170 V. 
This circuit explains just that. 

The actual circuit of the tubelight is shown in figure. Now 
make a small modification. Add one additional choke of the 
same rating (i.e., 40W) in parallel to the existing one through 

an on/ off switch (bed light switch type). The modified circuit 
(after adding an additional choke) is also shown :n the circuit 

as the dotted box. 
The following points should be kept in mind: 
1. The additional switch connected should be operated 

only when there is drop in voltage and the tube is flickering. 
2. If the voltage fluctuation persists keep the switch ‘on’ 

till such time as the voltage is constant at 220 V. 

3. The second choke can be mounted either on the base of 
the tubelight itself or fixed separately. 

Some tubes flicker even at 180/195 V. This is due to the 

age of the lube and the choke and also due to different choke 
standards. The above circuit has been tested successfully 
with a 36-watt slim Philips tube. 

A. SDHRAHMANYAM 

Overvoltage Cutout Using 1C 723 
Yes, the circuit uses the popular voltage regulator chip 1C 
723, as an overvoltage cutout. I he 723 contains all the 
essential components a stable releience voltage (7.15 
volts), a comparator etc required for an accurate cutout 
circuit. I hus. with a handful ol other components, you can 
piotcct youi expensive items such as VCRs, stereo systems, 
televisions, etc lrom damage due to overvoltage. 

The circuit can be used aftei a stepup/down manual vol¬ 
tage stabiliser (see block diagiam). It can also be used with¬ 
out the stabiliser -for this the transformer is connected 
directly to the mains. Ol course, in this method, you will 
have to wait for the mains supply to reduce before the item 

can operate again. 
flic reference voltage is connected to the non-inverting 

terminal ol the comparator. Ihrough a potential divider 
arrangement, voltage is ted to the inverting terminal. Nor¬ 
mally the voltage at the inverting terminal is set such that it is 
less than that at the non-inverting terminal I he output at V/ 
(pin 9) is high, saturating the transistoi I I. I he relay oper¬ 
ates and power is connected to the protected mains 
equipment. 

When the mains voltage rises above the pre-set (safe) limit. 
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non-inverting terminal and the output of the comparator 
swings to ground. The transistor T1 cuts off. ami the relay 
becomes inoperative disconnecting supply to the unit. 
When the mains voltage is reduced, using the manual stabil¬ 
iser, the reverse procedure occurs, and power is restored. 

I he maximum ‘sate’ voltage is set using the manual stabil¬ 
iser. The preset VRI is adjusted so that the relayjust cuts off 
when the safe limit (say, 225 volts) is exceeded. Repeat till 
accurate setting is achieved. 

VIVEK MEHRA 

Running Light Lffect 
Even today some petsons produce running light effect by the 
use of rotter along with the expensive electric motor. Here is 
a circuit for producing tunning light effect which may cost 

11 L4 2J0V IAMPS(100W EACH) 

Hus project consists K' 555. CD40I7 and four SCRs 

which are connected as shown in circuit diagram. 1C 555 is 
used as an astable multivibrator. It produces clock pulses 
which are given to decade counter 1C CD4017. Frequency of 
clock pulses can be varied by potentiometer VRI. When 
clock pulses are applied to decade counter, 11 to!4triggerin 
sequential manner producing running light effect. 

When one of the SCRs is continuously in operating state 
disconnect high tension power supply intermittently. 

Lab Note: If more than four-lamps aie required repeat the 

circuit of 1)1 to D4and 11 to T4connected to pins 10,1,5,6. 
9, 11 and 12 as per the number of lamps required (max. 10 
lamps). For continuous running light effect without any 
interruption between the two successive runs,simply connect 
pin 10 of’0)4017 to pin 15 instead of direct ground. To vary 
the running speed beyond the control of VRI, change the 
value of capacitor Cl to more than 4.7/u.F to slowdown, and 
less than I /uF to speed up. 

PROF K V. DHEK.ALE 

Automatic Bathroom/Toilet Light 
When the bathroom/toilet door is opened, this automatic 
light switches itself on. Evenaftet the door is closed from the 
inside, the light continues to glow and docs not go off till 
such time as the dooi is opened to come out. The light 
switches itself off when the door is closed from the outside 
and stays that way till the door is opened again to go inside. 
Further, an LED on the door indicates the presence of a 
person inside the bathroom. 

Fix the switch SI in such a way that while opening the 
door for going in or coming out, it gets connected with N / C 
contact and while closing the dooi it gels connected with 
N/O contact. 

IC1 (7400) gives debouncing pulse from switch SI to input 

of 1C’2 (7493). When 7493 gets the tirst pulse its output 
becomes ‘1’ and transistors Tl and T2 drive relay ‘on’. After 
receiving the second pulse 7493 output becomes *0’ and relay 
gets ‘off. The LED which is used as an indicator, is kept 
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